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New	Earth	provides	youth	with	mentor-based	creative	arts	and	educational	programs	
including	poetry,	music	production,	gardening,	and	fitness.	New	Earth	currently	serves	
500	young	people	per	week	who	are	incarcerated	in	7	of	the	18	probation	facilities	in	L.A.	
County	and	in	5	boys’	homes.	

Upon	release	from	incarceration,	New	Earth	provides	youth	with	career	training,	jobs,	
education,	mentorship,	case	management,	nature	expeditions,	education,	and	support	
services	that	help	them	re-enter	their	communities	in	our	new	Arts	and	Leadership	
Center.	The	all-inclusive	support	center	houses	our	post-release	programs	and	services	
and	provides	a	safe,	nurturing	space	for	youth.	Through	a	partnership	with	John	Muir	
Charter	School,	we	also	provide	youth	with	education	and	high	school	diplomas.
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New Earth provides mentor-
based arts, educational, and 

vocational programs that 
empower juvenile justice 

system involved youth ages 
13-24 to transform their lives, 

move toward positive, healthier 
life choices, and realize their full 

potential as contributing 
members of our community. 
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✓ Less	than	5%	of	our	youth	recidivate	

✓ We	work	with	more	incarcerated	youth																																																													in	L.A.	
than	any	other	nonprofit		

✓ We	serve	over	500	youth	weekly.																																																																																											
More	than	2,000	unduplicated	youth																																																														annually	

✓ 81%	of	F.L.O.W	participants	increased	their	GPA	

✓ 62%	of	F.L.O.W	participants	increased	their	capacity	for	leadership	

✓ 65%	of	F.L.O.W	participants	increased	their	ability	to	manage	emotions	

✓ Our	in-camp	programs	cost	only	$150	per	youth	annually			

✓ Our	post-release	programming	currently	costs	$3500/youth	annually

http://www.newearthlife.org/
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Fluent Love of Words

FLOW	(Fluent	Love	of	Words)	classes	enhance	social-
emotional	development	by	encouraging	self-expression	via	
creative	writing	and	student	presentations	in	a	peer	group	
setting.	At	the	end	of	every	class,	students	explain	how	
empowering	it	is	to	share	their	poems,	writings	and	music	
without	fear	of	failure	or	judgment.	This	increases	self	-
confidence	and	enables	students	to	know	themselves	as	
thinkers,	communicators,	creators	and	instruments	of	positive	
change	both	in	their	own	lives	and	the	lives	of	their	peers.	

	

Embedded	Instructional	Community	Partner	
FLOW	is	designated	as	an	“Embedded	Instructional	Community	Partnership”	as	written	into	
the	Road	to	Success	Academies	2013	Grant	Program.	The	FLOW	program	participated	in	the	
9-week	discovery	module	for	the	RTSA	Showcase	in	Spring	2014	and	the	RTSA	Celebration	
of	Learning	in	Summer	2015.
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FLOW	uses	poetic	expression	to	instill	a	sense	
of	self-confidence	and	empowerment	in	
youth	by	teaching	them	to	think	outside	of	
their	comfort	space	and	current	predicament	
and	inspiring	them	to	make	positive	choices	
in	their	everyday	lives.	In	this	class,	students	
study	the	structure	of	poetry	and	begin	to	
open	up	and	tell	their	own	stories	through	
their	projects.	

	The	F.L.O.W	class	concludes	with	a	showcase	
project	culmination	where	students	perform	
their	work	in	a	public	group	of	peers	and	
facility	staff.	This	supports	the	T.I.P	(Thematic	
Interdisciplinary	Project	Based	curriculum	
that	is	being	implemented	at	Santa	Monica	
Mountains	PAU.

http://www.newearthlife.org/
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◇ Promote	literacy	
◇ Enhance	social	consciousness	and	critical	thinking	skills	
◇ Expose	students	to	social	emotional	skills	that	increase	

their	success	in	group	settings			
◇ Encourage	students	to	take	ownership	of	their	environment	

and	learning	experiences	
◇ Create	a	sense	of	comfort	speaking	and	performing	in	

groups	
◇ Expand	students’	ability	to	write	and	read	in	English		
◇ Promote	a	deeper	sense	of	self	awareness	and	respect	for	

self,	community,	and	authority	figures	
◇ Prepare	students	to	transition	back	into	the	community	by	

teaching	them	to	be	more	responsible,	make	better	
decisions,	and	be	more	productive.		

◇ Give	students	a	sense	of	accomplishment	with	a	
culminating	project	that	represents	their	work.
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◇ FLOW	seamlessly	integrates	with	the	teacher’s	core	

lesson	plan		
◇ Based	on	California	Common	Core	Standards		
◇ All	lesson	plans	are	aligned	with	the	themes	and	

topics	being	presented	by	the	teacher	
◇ New	Earth	is	the	ONLY	community	partner	certified	

in	T2C2	Teaching	Technology	and	Common	Core	
Leadership.		

◇ New	Earth’s	partnership	enhances	and	strengthens	
the	implementation	of	the	RTSA	(Road	to	Success	
Academies).		

◇ Our	teachers	facilitate	PBL	(project	based	learning)		
◇ Instruction	is	aligned	with	the	T.I.P	(Thematic	

Interdisciplinary	Project	Based	curriculum)	being	
implemented	at	Santa	Monica	Mountains	PAU.	
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Students	in	Camps	Miller	and	Gonzalez	
designed	and	wrote	a	newspaper	covering	
the	1800s-1900s	through	which	they	
explored	topics	such	as	Imperialism,	misuse	
of	colonial	power,	and	the	Panama	canal.		
The	front	pages	of	the	newspapers	are	shown	
here.	To	view	full	projects	click	here		
																																																														and	here.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/wtcfh3r5iubmgp4/Berke.%20Newspaper.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6sp4vxeegzyzcxe/Coach.Newspaper.pdf?dl=0
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Students	conducted	a	TIP	project	that	explored	the	pivotal	role	that	youth	and	
student	activists	played	during	the	civil	rights	movement	in	the	1950’s,	1960’s,	and	
today.	Through	out	the	project,	students	used	literature,	collage,	powerpoint,	and	
a	skype	debate	with	students	at	another	camp	to	delve	into	the	question,		

“How	does	the	call	for	change	push	ordinary	people	to		
extraordinary	action	giving	hope	to	a	nation?”
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/4sbphqwitvx8hzq/New%20Project%202.m4v?dl=0
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Students	created	and	edited	videos	about	
elements	of	the	Industrial	Revolution	and	the	
Stock	Market	Crash.			These	Projects	engaged	
students	in	multiple	disciplines	and	equipped	
them	with	numerous	skills	in	a	way	that	only	
project	based	learning	can	do.		See	project	here.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/7axbtk1k38sztcf/The%20Great%20Depression.mp4?dl=0
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This	project	was	based	on	events	surrounding	
WWII.	Each	student	researched	information	and	
acted	out	their	role	in	what	would	have	been	a	
radio	show	at	the	time.	Then	they	created	a	video	
with	the	sound	overlay.		View	here.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/6ogjcd76p36df96/Coach%20WWII%20Complete.mp4?dl=0
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New	Earth	developed	a	specialized	program	for	RTSA	students	that	offered	opportunities	for	students	to	
participate	in	the	creation,	design	and	performance	of	their	own	spoken	word	presentation.	Eight	students	
participated	in	a	writing,	editing,	multi-media	driven	class	during	non-school	hours	geared	towards	a	final	
culminating	performance	on	August	7th	2015	at	the	Los	Angeles	County	High	School	for	the	Arts.	Students	
created,	wrote,	recorded	and	performed	their	own	original	musical	and	spoken	word	pieces	written	around	
the	theme	of	courage	and	celebrating	courage	exhibited	by	heroes	of	color	throughout	the	20th	century.

	

Students	discovered	their	own	courageous	story	
and	how	their	lives	parallel	those	of	the	most	
notable	heroes	of	the	20th	century.	Additionally,	
students	learned	about	interacting	in	groups,	
speaking	in	front	of	an	audience	and	performing	
among	their	peers.	This	experience	gave	
students	a	strong	sense	of	self	and	a	newfound	
confidence

http://www.newearthlife.org/
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Brandon	

Daveon

https://youtu.be/4RO49-NlVC0
https://youtu.be/unGONRkQPf8
https://youtu.be/4RO49-NlVC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unGONRkQPf8%20-%20action=share
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The	F.L.O.W	program	fosters	communication,	creativity	and	confidence	to	unprecedented	levels	and	
builds	individual	self-respect.	The	students	are	encouraged	to	adapt	a	means	of	personal	expression	
that	has	become	stagnant	in	everyday	life.		Participants	report	that	the	channeling	of	emotion	in	a	
creative	framework	is	a	great	release	that	leaves	a	"natural	high"	that	instills	a	desire	to	achieve	again	
and	again.	
According	to	the	U.S.	Office	of	Juvenile	Justice	and	Delinquency	Prevention,	allowing	youth	to	use	their	
creative	talents	and	expression	helps	them	develop	a	sense	of	identity,	independence,	discipline,	and	
self-worth.	Students	who	participate	in	the	arts	are	significantly	less	likely	than	non-participants	to	
drop	out	of	school,	be	arrested,	use	drugs,	or	engage	in	binge	drinking.
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New	Earth	conducted	an	intensive	evaluation	with	support	
from	SSG	Research	and	Evaluation	(Special	Service	for	
Groups).	F.L.OW	students	from	Camp	Gonzales,	Camp	Miller,	
Camp	Kilpatrick,	Pacific	Lodge	Boys	Home,	Camp	Jarvis,	
Camp	McNair	and	Camp	Onizuka	were	given	a	baseline	
survey	when	they	began	the	FLOW	program	to	measure	
areas	of	social	emotional	development.		The	same	students	
were	then	given	a	follow	up	survey	14	weeks	into	the	
program	to	measure	improvement/change.	GPAs	of	these	
students	were	collected	prior	to	the	program	and	14	weeks	
into	the	program.	

http://www.newearthlife.org/
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Academic	Impact:		
✓ 81%	of	FLOW	students	had	an	increase	in	

their	GPA	after	14	weeks	of	instruction	
✓ 72%	of	FLOW	Students	had	an	Increase	in	

Both	Reading	and	Math	NWEA	Scores

Social/Emotional	Impact:	
✓ 65%	increased	their	ability	to	manage	emotions	
✓ 54%	increased	their	aspirations	
✓ 54%	increased	their	ability	to	communicate	effectively	
✓ 62%	increased	their	capacity	for	leadership	
✓ 59%	increased	their	level	of	personal	responsibility	
✓ 54%	increased	their	capacity	to	respect	themselves	and	others	
✓ 54%	increased	their	ability	to	self-advocate	
✓ 46%	increased	their	level	of	self-competence
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For	more	information	please	contact	Yana	Simone			
by	email:		ysimone@newearthlife.org		or	phone:	310-455-2847 

We	would	be	honored	to	support	your	
teachers	by	providing	the	R.T.S.A	integrated	

F.L.O.W.	class	to	your	site!

http://www.newearthlife.org/
mailto:ysimone@newearthlife.org
tel:310-455-2847
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